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The purpose of the -these lectures ie to attempt to give a 
brief review of the present status of the theory of nuclear reactions 
involving composite particles (heavy ions, Li, Li, and Be ions, 
J^- particles;. Jin recent y»atrj-th»re ł ł a s b B e t ł * steadily growing 

interest in the study of such reactions and a targe amount of expe¬ 
rimental information concerning the behaviour of the differential cross 
sections for the reactions with composite particles. Two most typical 
features of the obtained experimental angular distributions for these 
reaction can be noted. First, the angular distributions of such reac¬ 
tions sometimes do not have a distinct diffraction structure even in 
the forward hemisphere, this structure being almost absent in reac-
tionsx with heavy ions. Second, these angular distributions have 
as a rule, considerable maxima in the range of large angles (back¬ 
ward angle peaks, BAP;. Both these features of the experimental 
characteristics of reactions with heavy ions cannot be undeesteod 
within the framework of the conventional method of distorted waves 
with - zero interaction radius (DWBA). Therofore,-i'In order to analyze 
such reactions, one should employ and "exact" method of distorted 
waves with a finite radius of interaction (PWPAPR) jtfi Since the 
zero radius approximation is valid only at low momentum transfer, 
its rejection immediately includes all possible transferred momenta 
and, consequently, the reaction mechanisms different from the vmual 
cluster stripping, -fti ftvt i ł i t ł yffHir*- we shall discuss a sufficiently 
general formalism of the distorted waves method, which does not use 
additional assumptions about the smallness of the region of interaction 
between particles and about the possible reaction mechanisms. -*h» 
4*AŁ-.*>ctionwł!t-toe- devoted to-an-«mły*ł*-©t--4ne Available computa-
tion»l programs tor DWBAFR,=4n particular, in-4ha* seetion we shall O. 
discuss all physical simplifications introduced in specific particular 
codes and the ranges of their applicability W1U be established. 



X. General formulation of equation* for the reaction 

amplitude in the distorted waves method 

Por a quantitative calculation of the amplitude of any 

nuclear reaction A( x,y)B { in what follows, we assume, for 

definiteneaa, that x >• y), it is necessary to solve the problem 

of many bodies. But in certain limiting cases the problem may 

be simplified and reduced to the three body problem. This can 

be done in two cases: l ) the incident particle x dissociates in 

the field of the nucleus A into two clusters x —•- y • c , and 

the nucleus A remains unchanged; 2) the particle x remains un¬ 

changed, whereas the nucleus A breaks up into two parts 

A —«- l"+ y , one of which is the final particle. Processes 

which tatce place in the first case and which are associated with 

the breakup of the incident particle may be conditionally referred 

to as direct processes, while those observed in the second case 

and associated with the dissociation of the target nucleus, 

exchange processes. In the three body approximation, these two 

types of processes are unrelated and no interference between 

them takes place. B is easy to see that the amplitudes of the 

direct and exchange processes coincide to within the substitu¬ 

tion of x for A and the cm. angle 3£~V tor t h e ans1* J^ ° 

detection of the .final particles y . Accordingly, in what follows 

we shall consider the direct processes alone, bearing in mind 

that a similar consideration may be carried out also for the 

exchange processes by substituting x for A and j ? ~ V' tor &. 

Now consider a reaction A(x,y)B proceeding an follows.* 

A + x —»- A • (c + y ) —<̂~ (A • c) + y —^- B + y. 

The matrix element for this reaction may be written in an exact 

analytical form 

(i/ffu) 
where 2trt' f j±\ I — is the exact solution of the Schrb'dinger 

equation for a convergent (divergent) wave 



12) 

(2a) 

Vf - Vyc + V y A ( Vj - V A C + Vy A) is the interaction in the final 

(initial) state; jtf (ffef.) is the plane wave of the relative motion 

of the incoming (outgoing) particle in the field of the nucleus; 

•& *b (/T? i£lt **"' **** i n t e r n / a l " w * functions for the corre¬ 

sponding particles. The expression for the matrix element (Xj has 

been written in two forms "post" eind "prior", whose identity expresses 

the equivalence of these forms of description in the exact formula¬ 

tion of the problem. 

' We shall calculate the matrix element )1) by the distorted 

waves method the "exact" method of distorted waves we understand . 

a method of calculating the matrix element (1) such that the inte¬ 

ractions diescribing the rearrangement of the system from the initial 

state to the final state are taken to be the same as in the three 

body problem and the interactions of the initial and final particles 

with the corresponding nuclei ar« described in the optical model 

approximation, i.e», two body problem where only elastic scattering 

is taken into account. The validity of such a consideration remains 

obscure. It is known fzj that the inclusion of many-body eorreactions, 

at least in the three body problem, must affect the optical potential 

characteristics. Nonetheless, the optical model has so far been the 

most elaborated and convenient method of description of the inte¬ 

raction between particles and nuclei in the initial and final states. 

In what follows, U ( u ) will denote the optical model potential 

for scattering of particles in the initial (final) channel of reaction. 

Let us consider the derivation of exact equations of 

DWBAFR /3/. Let us introduce the wave function Jtf fjL J 
which is the exact solution of the SehrSdinger equation in the optical 

potential U;(U/). 



Analogously, 

(3a) 

Let us find from eq. (3} the function _J%. to substitute it in 

the matrix element (1J. Then (or M.{ ( for definiteness we shall 

use only the "post" form) we readily obtain 

Let us substitute the expression \Z) for *£; into the second 

term of eq. \i). Then, the DWBAPB yields for the matrix element 

of the reaction the following final expression 

M « 
if 

Taking advantage of the "post" and "prior" equivalence of the 

solutions to the Schrodinger equations in the optical potential, 

we may rewrite M., in a more convenient form 

The expressions (5) and (6) for the reaction matrix element 

in the method of distorted .waves are exact. The physcial meaning 

of both terms in (6) is as follows. The first term determines the 

amplitude of the probability of transition under the influence of the 

potential V. - K of waves scattered (distorted) by the potential 

U. . The second term describes the process itself of distortion 

by the potential U.. 

According to /4/t the first term ill (6) can be transformed 

by introducing a distorted wave for the optical potential V. in the 

initial channel of the reaction. Then Jf- ^ may be written 

"* HI m 



Substituting the expression (?) into the first term of the matrix 
element (5) , we get 

Such a form of writing of the matrix element corresponds to the 
introduction of the T-matrix for the reaction, .which is formally 
unrelated to the distortions of the initial and final particles. 

Therefore, we,have derived exact equations for the matrix 
element for the A(x,y)B reaction in the DWBAFR . tn particular 
calculations, however, simplified modifications of DWBAPR are 
mostly used. The simplifications are attained by introducing three 
basic approximations in the exact equations (6) and (8) . 
These are as follows. «. ^ . 
1. In the expression (6) , the exact solution . Jf{ is 
replaced by the distorted wave / ' ' . Similarly, in the first term 
of eq. (8) th«* term containing the Green function is omitted. 
2. ' In the exact expressions (6) and (8),the second term 
is neglected. 
3. It is assumed that the interaction U A from the f«vtal 
interaction V, in thr final state is offxet by the optical model 
potential Uj, so that the matrix element in DWBAPR is determined 
only by the interaction V . 

One can easily understand thai these approximations are 
not equivalent by their physical meaning. Indeed, whereas 
approximation 1 may be evaluated accurately enough (the magni¬ 
tude of corrective terms may be calculated to any desired order 
of exactness, approximations 2 and 3 do not appear as natural 
and their substantiation is much more complicated. The indiislon 
of an optical potential in the problem is an artifice and the 
neglect of one of the terms of the total amplitude is quite groundlea 

As for approximation 3, one cannot rigorously prove that 
there is any compensation for the optical potential and interaction 
V . primarily because these potentials depend in general upon 
different radial variables. Strictly speaking such a compensation 
will . -cur only if the mass of the target nucleus will be infinite 

— A condition, which in reactions with composite particles 
Is not practically satisfied. Moreover, if A 9 ^ o , the 



exchange processes associated with the breakup of the target 
nucleus do not generally occur and il is iraposible in principle to 
describe their characteristics within the frame'work of DWBAPK, 
making use of approximations 1-3. 

In ret. fel , it has been shown that approximation 3 violates 
the post- prior equivalence of the reaction amplitude. According to /6/, 
it is possible to reduce the discrepancy between the post and prior 
DWBA calculations by introducing the final-state Coulomb interaction, 
which is usually neglected, In the that paper, however, an essentially 
phenomenological method of achieving the post-prior equivalence is 
assumed, which does not involve the basic approximations of DWBAPR. 

A complete physical picture of DWBAPR and the approximations 
introduced may apparently be understood only by a more consistent 
consideration of the many-body ( three-body, as the first stage) 
character of the problem. Therefore, in the next section we shall 
consider the derivation of DWBAPR equations within the framework 
of the three body problem and we shall demonstrate which approxima¬ 
tions of those indicated as 1-3 cannot apparently be used to analyze 
reactions with conposite particles. 

IL Derivation of equations of the distorted waves method 
within the framework of the three body problem 

Let us take into account, more consistently than in the previous 
section, the three-body character of description of the matrix element 
for the A(x,y)B reaction. Por the three-body problem, the total 
interaction V contains three terms, two of which in pairs determine the 
interactions in the initial and final states. Por direct processes 

and, as mentioned above. 

Let us introduce the shortened Hamittonian 

da) 



and calculate the matrix element (l) in terms of the eigenf unctions or 
the shortened Hamiltonian ( 1 1 ; , which satisfy the Schrbdinger equation 

This equation may be rewritten as the Lippmonn-Schwinger integral 
equation in two equivalent forms, choosing different boundary conditions 
at infinity on the time axis. Indeed, if t —^ — ftO ,i,e., the asymptotics 
of the wave function is expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions of the 
Hamiltonian H., then 

On the other hand, the same solution may be expressed in terms of 
the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H,, making use of the boundary 
conditions at t—•*• + &o . Then 

According to (.1), the exact matrix element for the reaction A(x ,y ;B 

contains the sum of two terms- (we use here the "post* form; 

Let us transform the first term in ( 1 4 ; . To do so, we shall write, 
proceeding from (131, the plane wave "f? of the relative motion of 
final particles 

c-j 

Then the first term in <,14) will be of the following form 



I/et us express the exact solution of the total Hamiltonian (9/ in terms 

of the (unction 3 / • W e have 

From this we obtain the result that the action of the operator 
Uj-ih) V!.A upon the function (M- reduces to the difference 
f+) of' ' ^h e r e f o i"e, the expression (16) may be trans¬ 

formed to the form 

Substituting (18) into ( l14),we get (or the matrix element (1 ) the 
following expression 

The exact expression (18) we have just obtained is in fact an genera¬ 
lization of the Gellmann-Goldberger theorem /? / to the case of nuclear 
reactions treated in the three-body approximation. In order to clarify 
the physical meaning of both terms in (19) , we shall express the exact al ea 
solutions J£) ' and the plane waves *S5 in terms of the functions 

JĄ , making use of the relations (15) and 117). Then the 
*S5 
-f-

( 1 
expression (19) may be rewritten as follows 

A , 

Equation (20; represents an exact writing of the reaction matrix 
element for the three I ody problem. 

Let us find out the physical meaning of both terms in (20 ) . The 
first of them corresponds to the direct capture of the particle C i.e., it 
may be compared to the usual mechanism of cluster stripping, with 

10 



the interactions in Che final state completely taken into account The 
second term describes scattering of the particle y, bound in the initial 
projectile, from the target nucleus A. This mechanism is commonly 
referred to as heavy knoc&on. The matrix element (20; is depicted 
graphically in fig. la, with the pole graph corresponding to the cluster 
stripping mechanism, and the triangular graph , to the heavy lenoclSon. 

A similar expression may be written also (or the matrix element of 
exchange processes 

4 

* C 
The first term in (21) corresponds to the interaction between 

the final particle y and the intermediate nucleus C in the initial nucleus 
A, i.e., corresponds to the heavy particle stripping mechanism ( the 
pole graph of fig. lb) . The second term, which describes scattering 
of the particles x and y in the field of the intermediate nucleus C, 
corresponds to the usual cluster knoclSSn mechanism. It is illustrated 
by thejtriangular graph in Pig. lb. 

From (20) and (21J, it follows that within each group of processes 
individual mechanisms should be summed coherently end their interference 
should be taken into account. In the three body problem, direct and 
exchange processes provide a noncoherent contribution to the total 
reaction cross section ( for details, see !&!)• 

Finally we shall write the exact matrix elements (20; and (21) 
1/ ;+) 

in DWBAPR. To do so, we shall express the solutions Zły ' 
u f—\ ' -*™ 

and ZJ{J y in terms of the optical model wave functions 

J y) and / '"^ i v in accordance with the relations 

£-



Substituting the expressions (22) into ( 2 0 ; , we obtain an expres¬ 

sion for the matrix element ( l ) in the exact formulation of DWBAFR 

(23) 

-f- the terms taking account of multiple rescattering. 

Thus we can see that as in the rigorous formulation of the three-body 
problem in the "exact" DWBAFR formulation the reaction matrix element 
contains two terms of the same order of smallness, none of them being 
compensated for by the optical model potential (corresponding terms 
containing V-U include double rescattering). The T-matrices that enter 
into (23) are defired as follows 

/ . . . . 

" ft * ]f* £tt% % -"•••- (25) 

In the first approximation, we may confine ourselves to these terms alone. 
Thus we have shown that in the exact formulation of the three-

body problem, the reaction matrix element is given by the coherent 
sum of the matrix elements of two mechanisms, each of which mo y be 
calculated to a desired degree of accuracy. This result demonstrates 
clearly enough that approximations 'I and 3 , which are used, as a 
rule, in DWBAFR calculations are, generally speaking, invalid. 
Furthermore, the complete disregard of the term containing the Green 
function in eq.(8) (the substitution of the distorted wave for the exact 
solution in (6)) also requires additional verification, because even in 
the approximate form eq. (23) Contains not pure potentials, but the 
T-malrises of the corresponding interactions. This means, in particular, 
that the interaction in the four-ray vortex of the triangular graphs of 
Fig. 1 may not, strictly speaking, be regarded as instantaneous, but 
should include a delay in time. 

-12 



Actually, approximations 1-3 may be considered as valid only for 

the cluster stripping mechanism, because the matrix element of this 

mechanism is determined .just by the V interactions. For exchange 

processes, approximation 1-3 are impracticable. 

ni. Programs for the DWBAFR calculation of the differential 

cross sections for the reaction with composite particles 

A consistent application of the three-body formalism has made it 

possible to establish that in DWBAFR the reaction amplitude contains 

two terms, each of which provides a contribution of ihe same order to 

the total a contribution of the same order to the total cross section, 

the interference between these two contributions also being considerable. 

The importance of taking into account the interference between coherent 

mechanisms is the most pronounced in the angular range where both 

these mechanisms contribute substantially to the cross section. Such an 

angular range always exists, because whereas the mechanisms corre¬ 

sponding to the pole diagrams affect the shape of the angular distri¬ 

butions only in one hemisphere (stripping in the Forward, heavy stripping 

in the backward hemisphere), the mechanisms corresponding to the 

triangular diagrams contribute to the angular distrioutions both in the 

forward and in the backward hemisphere. 

Por the reaction with heavy particles the situation is complicated 

also because all particles involved in the reaction have a complex, 

structure. Therefore, the matrix elements of each of the mechanisms 

involved contain coherent sums over all possible (i.e., allowed by 

the laws of conserve* n of angular momenta) states of intermediate 

particles /8,9/. This in turn leads to such a situation that the amplitudes 

of the- reduced widths of the corresponding pnrticles, upon which the 

matrix elements (20) and (21) depend, enter under the sign of summa¬ 

tion over these states and the respective spectroscopic factors cannot 

be isolated as factors in the expression for the reaction cross section. 

The exact computational formula for the differential reaction cross section 

is very complicated in the case of arbitrary particles /9/. It contains 

fourteen summations (coherent and noncoherent;, a double integral 

over the radial variables of particles and, apparently, it cannot be 

realized on any contemporary computer. 
Accordingly, various simplified modification of DWBAFR are 

13 



being used to analyze the characteristics of specific reactions. 
The possibility of introducing these simplifications is determined by 
the very experimental, arrangement of (he problem ( the studied range 
of angles of emission of final particles, the type ef particles partici¬ 
pating in the reaction and ao forth). Prom this standpoint, DWBAFR 
can be simplified along two directions. 

One of them is associated with the task of describing the charac¬ 
teristics of the transfer reactions (usually, one-nucleon) in a rather 
narrow region of the emission angles of the final particles ( ff śs. 80 )• 

In this case, it is possible as a rule, to describe both the angular 
dependence of the differential cross sections and the characteristics of 
states of the residual nuclei assuming only one mechanism — 
cluster stripping. Then approximations 1-3 are a!! valid. Nevertheless, 
even in this case, the reaction form factor describing the reorganization 
of the system / l / turns out to be sufficiently complicated, because in 
each of the vertices of a pole graph angular momentum transfer may be 
nonzero. Therefore, there is a variety of code lo calculate the 
differential cross sections in the assumption of cluster stripping mechanism, 
which contain additional approximations, besides 1-3 . They involve 
the introduction of a new parameter} the smallness of th i mass of 
the transferred particle in comparison with the mass of a heavy ion 
and the masses of nuclei participating in the reaction, bet us consider 
these approximations in more detail. 

The main difficulty of calculating the form factor corresponding 
to any of the four mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 in DWBAPR consists in 
the necessity to separate variables because the distorted waves for 
the initial and final particles the wave functions for the relative motion 
of transferred particles and the interaction potentials are dependent 
upon different radial variables. If no limitations upon the masses of 
particles taking part in the reaction are imposed, the problem of sepa¬ 
rating variables is solved, according to /l/, in a rather complicated 
manner, by introducing addit'onal summation over the quantum number Ją 
and by computing the integrals On (tfy iyj of the product (fy yj 
of the wave functions, the potential .and the Legendre polynomials of 
index 1% over the cosine of the angle between the vectros ^y and 
If the mass of the transferred particle is small, as compared with these 
of the incident ion and the target nucleus, and may bb ignored, then 

lit 



it is possible to introduce an approximation which takes account 
of recoil in the zeroth order. Such an approximation neglects the 
recoil of the target nucleus associated with the transferred particle, 
but takes into account the total recoil of the system, becuase the 
mśses of the nuclei A and x are not considered to be infinitely 
large. In such an approximation, the variables of the reaction form 
factor are separated and the problem of calculating the matrix element 
is solved rather simply, by numerical computation of two one-dimen¬ 
sional integrals. If, following /10/ ones introduces an additional assump¬ 
tion, regarding the transferred particle c as moving along the 
straight line connecting the nuclei A and y ( the triangle of fig. 2 
degenerates into a straight line), there occur no change in the se¬ 
lection rules with respect to the transferred orbital angular momentum 
in comparison with the selection rules in the case of infinite masses 
of interacting particles. And taking into account the effect of recoil 
in the zeroth order does not affect the shape of the angular distri¬ 
bution. If, however, one "permits", as in / l l / , the transferred particle 
to the have all possible directions of momentum, then taking account 
of the recoil effects leads, already in the sroth order, to a typical 
damping of oscillations of the angular distribution due to the inclu¬ 
sion of additional transferred orbital angular momenta allowed by 
the "weakened" selection rules. 

Finally, the recoil effects may be taken into account also in 
the first order by expanding the distorted waves for the particles 
x and y in a series and leaving the expressions the arguments of 
which contain only the terms of the zeroth and first order in the 
ratio of the mass of the particle, c to the masses of the particles A 
and y /l2, 13/. In those works, however, the wave function for the 
transferred particle takes into account only the zeroth order recoil. 
As a result, integration variables are also separated and the matrix 
element is defined as the product of two one-dimensional integrals, 
but the number of intermediate sums is greater than in refs. /lO.ll/. 
By; its physical meaning this approximation is rather close to the 
eikonal approximation /li/ which is also applied in an approximate 
rough treatment of distorted waves. 

The order direction of development of DWBAPR is associated 
with the necessity of calculating the characteristics of nuclear 
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reactions over a wide range of emission angles of final particles. 

In this case, approximations 1-3 do not hold and the exact equations 

(aO;, (:ilj with cortect evaluation of interference between individual 

mechanisms should be used to calculate the cross sections. Therefore, 

(he DWBAPR simplifications may involve solely the restrictictions on 

the type of the particles taking part in the reaction. In particular, 

it may be assumed that the incident particle is not heavier than 

"He, i.e., all its nucleons are in the s-state of relative motion. 

Such an assumption enables us to reduce the number of coherent 

summations in the general expressions /9/ for the differential cross 

section. 

In developing this trend of DWBAPR, there arises the necessity 

of dividing the wave function of the nucleus into the wave functions 

of complicated subsystems possessing their own excited states at 

relatively low excitation energies and the wave function of their relative 

motion. This problem is resolved by generalizing the idea of reduced 

width to the case ofv the breakup of a nucleus into composite particles. 

By definition, this is entirely a model problem. In ref. /9/, one can 

find formulae for the reduced widths of breakups of complex nuclei 

in the shell model with intermediate coupling, because at present this 

model appears to give the most correct description of the properties 

of the low-lying excited states in most lp-shell nuclei. We note that 

the amplitudes of such reduced widths depend both on the transferred 

orbital angular momentum of the relative motion of particles in the 

breakup vertex and on the angular momenta of the internal states of 

these particles. Therefore, generally speaking, these reduced widths 

always remain under the sign of coherent sums whose number can 

be reduced only when some limitations are placed upon the type of 

intermediate particles. 

Now we turn to the discussion of concrete code for DWBAPR. 

First we consider those of them that take into account only the 

cluster stripping mechanism in the reactions of transfer involving 

composite particles. Three such code are available : LOLA /l5/, 

SATURT-MARS /16/, and MERCURY /17/, in which no additional 

approximations, besides 1-3, are included in the computational formulae, 

i.e., the recoil is calculated exactly. However, the code algorithms 
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themselves sometimes include implicitly the smallness of the mass of 
the transferred particle in comparison with the incident ion mass. 
The recoil is taken into account in the most consistent manner in the 
probram LOLA, wibich assumes that in both vertices of the pole graph 
of fig. la. the orbital angular momenta are nonzero. In the program 
SATURN-MARS /l6/, the code algorithms ^ in particular, the choice 
of the integration grid in calculating the quantities Ć2/J f'tSc'Ul) 
have been developed so that they take into account the smallness of 
the transferred particle mass in comparison with the incident ion mass. 
Therefore, this cede should in fact be used exactly (or the calculation 
of one-nudeon transfer from one heavy ion to another. As for the 
program MERCURi /l7/, there the separation of variables is brought 
about by expanding the distorted waves in a series in Bessel's 
functions. This method is applicable to reactions with sufficiently 
light particles ( x £z 6), becavse in this case the expansion contains 
a. relatively email number of terms. For strongly absorbed particles 
(heavy ions), the expansion in distorted waves involves too many 
terms and it is no longer advantageous to calculate the characteristics 
of such reactions using the code. Finally, there is the code BRUNCKILD 
Ix&j, in which the separation of variables in distorted waves is 
carried out approximately, taking account of the recoil effect in the 
first order. 

It should be noted however that in all these programs the 
spectroscopic factors are taken out of the sign of coherent sums is 
common factors. This approximation imposes, as was mentioned above, 
certain limitations upon the quantum numbers of states of the initial 
and final particles involved in the reaction; it may hold rigorously 
only for definite types of reactions ( for details, see /9/). Consequently, 
one cannot, generally speaking, use the codes /15-18/ to describe the 

one-nueleon transfer reactions involving any heavy ions and any 
target nuclei. 

Let us turn to the other type of DWBAPR codes thos in which 
the contribution from the various mechanisms to the total reaction 
amplitude is taken into account. One of them -FUNLYL2. has been 
developed at the University of Maryland, USA /l9/. The main 
shortcoming of this code is that it fails to take into account the 
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interference between the various states of the intermediate nucleus C 

in calculating the exchange process cross sections, i.e., it is in 

fact applicable only to reactions in which the nucleus C is not 

heavier than an 0C- particle. Por that reason, the code RUNLYL 

cannot be used to calculate reactions proceeding on sufficiently heavy 

nuclei. Another such code - OLYMP- in which the coherent contri¬ 

bution of the various mechanisms and the interference between the 

various states of intermediate nuclei have been taken into account 

has been developed at the Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow 

State University. It can be used to calculate the differential cross 

sections for the reactions with d, t, He and OC - particles on the 

lp-shell nuclei. The restriction of the target nuclei to those of the 

lp-shell is due to the necessity of a model description of the 

reduced widths of d, t, He and 0( -particles. 

In conclusion, we present a composite table of the available 

DWBAFR codes and their specific characteristics ( the number of 

integrations, the number of summations ( coherent and noncoherent) 

the required computing time , etc ). 



Composite table of available DWBATR codes. 

Name iiance of Type of reactions whose 
ancles angular distribution 

analyzed can be calculated with 
the eiven code 

Number of integrals Number of sumrae- Compu- Country, 
tloria ting Research 

one two non- time centre 
dimensi- dimensio- cohe-

onal Dal rent cohe¬ 
rent 

4 

H 

4 

Z 

Z 

2 

2 

iBa-
5 nln 

CDC-
10 nin 

IBM, 
BESU-6-
5 Bin 

CDC-
6 tain 

CDC-
3 min 

BESM-6 
$ mis 

BESU-6 
10 min 

FRANCE 
Orae 

USA 
Univers. 

Texas 
GERMAN I 

Max 
Institute 

USA 
Univers. 
Florida 

USA 
Univers. 
Florida 

USSR 
NRI iiSV 

USSR 
NRI :JSU 

Ł0U 

SATURN-
1UBS 

BHUHCHILD 

IffiRCUHY 

]?AMLY 2 

^90° 

0°-1B0° 

OLYilP 0°-180° 
(direct 
prooees) 
OLYMP o°-18O° 
(axcbance 
process; 

Angular monenta Q_ and 
in each vertex of pole 
diagram fig.1a have a 
sole meaning 

^ , particles y and c 
in tbe projective x have 
the s-state of relative 
motion 

C ia not heavier than an 
ot -particle 

A & 16, x 

1. 

Z 

2 

7 

8 
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Fig. la. The pole graph of the cluster stripping mechanism 

and the triangular graph of the heavy knock-on 

mechanism. 

Fig. ib. The pole graph of the heavy particle stripping 

mechanism and the triangular graph of the cluster 

knock-on mechanism. 
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Pig, 2. The system of coordinate veotors. 


